Now, let us rescale the coordinates in Eq. (2.7) to _a = _(m--n--1)/2Xa" In terms of these coordinates, the action takes the form:
Evaluating this action for the bounce solution gives the bounce action
where B0 is the (_-independent) bounce action calculated for the theory with _ = 1 (_b = 0). Thus, the coupling of _, into the action of Eq. (2.5) leads to a bounce action that is a factor of exp[(2n -ra)_b/¢20] times the bounce action in the absence of the coupling (i.e., _b -0).
The second part of the calculation of the nucleation rate involves the determination of the prefactor.
Recall that the full expression for the prefactor associated with the action
Here, crFv is the false vaccum configuration, tr8 is the bounce solution, and det' indicates and the ratio of the determinants is taken to the -1/2 power, the part of A involving determinants is a factor of _4(2n--,)/2 times the value with _ = 1. Putting both these results together, we have = ,--2-,, (2.11) where A0 is the (_-independent) prefactor calculated for the theory with _ = 1. Therefore in terms of the rescaled coordinates, the tunnelling rate is where P is the bubble nucleation probability.
Our penultimate task is to transform the tunnelling rate in the scaled coordinates (_)
to the Einstein frame. This is most easily accomplished:
Eq. (2.13) can be used to obtain directly the tunnelling rate in the Jordan frame.
Recall that exp(_/_b0) = 16_rGN_, and the nucleation rate in the Jordan frame is related to that in the Einstein frame by We now assume that the spacetime line element d_ 2 takes the form
where df2_ is the line element corresponding to a maximally symmetric 3-space and df/_ is that of a unit D-sphere. 
Here pDb -2 is the Ricci scalar of the internal space (i.e., constructed from 7ran(Y) alone).
(po has the value D(D -1) for a D-sphere). _so {_} are the coordinatesin the 4-dimensional space, and gm,(z) is the metric on this space. Note that the kinetic term for the b field has the wrong sign. We will now rewrite S using the following definitions: 
where primes denote r derivatives and the "potential" WiG ) is given by:
We have assumed that D # 1 here; we will make this assumption throughout. Fig. 1 shows the scalar potential These solutions will be discussed in the following section.
Before proceeding onto a more promising model, we can ask if the first-order phase transition will be completed before _ evolves to its minimum.
In order to do that, we must calculate A(t) and H(t), and determine e(t) -A(t)/H4(t).
We may calculate the nucleation rate in this model following the analysis in Sec. II.
We see from a comparison of Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (3.?) that the parameters m and n in Eq. (2.14) are both unity, so that the nucleation rate is given by: 
IV. STABILIZED POTENTIAL MODELS
The model considered in the previous section, while simple, suffered from two fatal flaws.
First, the potential for the internal radius only had a minimum at zero! Clearly some additional effect(s) must stabilize the internal space.
Proposals have included models
where an N-dimensional cosmological constant, together with the curvature stress from the compact internal space, is balanced against a stress either due to a classical background fidd in the internal space, TM or due to the Casimir effect of fields on the curved internal space. 2°We will shortly study such a model, and discover that it does not mitigate the second flaw in our model. This flaw can be seen in the potential for the scalar field illustrated in Fig. 1 . Even if one imagines that somehow a minimum is developed before C -0, the potential is unstable in the sense that for large initial values of C', the field wiU grow without limit. Although this is not necessarily a fatal flaw for constructing a sensible particle physics model, we will see that it does not allow for enough inflation.
Therefore, for extended inflation to have a chance to work, we must find models with a minimum at C _ 0 which wiU allow enough inflation to occur before C dassicaUy evolves to the ground state. 
The effect of the Maxwell field is completly contained in the last terms of Eqs. (4.5).
This new term has little effect upon the evolution of the system for 167rGN_ >> 1. For instance if we form the dimensionless potential W(C) as in Eq. (3.12), we find where the last term from the Maxwell field has little effect at large C where inflation occurs. This potential is shown in Fig. 5 . Clearly it is similar to the potential of Fig. 1 except for the fact that there is a (local) minimum at C = 1/4. The system will evolve to the ground state without sufficient inflation as the simple model of the previous section.
The problem is that at large C (large _), the potential becomes negative.
Next, we examine a model that has been proposed to lead to both a static ground state, and yields a potential that does not turn over for large _. 
where A' = A/(4_r4), and the constants c and d are given by
c' --3 ho 2-6hoXo+_xo +XoAo • (4.14)
(4.15)
Again substituting in the effective JBD field and using the definition of ct (remembering that we have a product of two three-spheres so the effective PD = 12), we obtain the equations of motion A plot of the potential for _(t) is shown in Fig. 6 for d = 2c/3 = b4o . Thus if we start at large values of (_, _ will eventually decrease to its minimum value. The idea then is to have enough inflation occur before _ reaches _0.
We can now ask if these equations will lead to inflationary solutions. We will consider two regimes, determined by the value of _. For large _, (16z'GNO)) 1) the equations of motion become Note that for the physically allowed solutions, H i,creaaes in time. 
